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The availability of the raw data of systematic* in the form of journal

published descriptions of new taxa, redescriptions. distribution record -<. and

the records of vouchered specimens, has been delayed in the past by several

months to several years from author to user. In the early days of taxon-

omy, such documents could be distributed only by sailing ships, stage., or

on foot, making a few months delay an ordinary occurrence and of little

consequence. At that time there were so few taxonomists that the annual

research reported even on large groups of organisms could be purchased

and stored by all interested persons. A circulation of one or two hundred

was the most that could be expected of a journal, and this was enough to

pav the printer in those davs. A taxonomisl of the time found it possible

through personal subscription to keep up with the literature in his field,

assured that he had missed very little. Moreover, in those unhurried days

interests were broad and journal subscribers were interested in and used

most of the papers published in each issue. This firmly fixed tradition

of publication continues as a procedural ritual without being influenced

by the suggestion of changes in the light of modern techniques.
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this was proposed as an Experiment Station Project nearly two years ago. at least

four publications have appeared that support this idea: 1) a letter in Science, v. \><<>.

no. 3'Mi], pp. 43-44, October 3, 1%9, by S. Fred Singer; 2) the SATCOMreport pub-

lished by the National Academy of Science (publication 1717), \^<> (

>. This report

suggests in recommendation C 12 a publication very similar to the one described here.

The generic term for this type of information processing is: Selective Dissemination

of Information (SDI). 3) A editorial in Datamation (15(12): 1S3, !%<)) shows a

history of SDI as early as l
(

'3o. 4) Finally, tin-re has appeared as this issue is uoitig

to press, an article by F. Yochelson in Systematic /imlni/y. IS: 47'' 4X0 \\Hch in-

cludes a line discussion of the problems of SDI and the lnteriiation.il t ode of /"ologi-

cal Nomenclature, and a proposed solution.

-I acknou ledge \\ith thanks the helpful suggestions made by Dr. Kich.ml II.

Foote, I'. S. Department of Agriculture, and the manuscript review committee of the

Department of Entomology at Purdue University, including Drs. K'onald I Gi se and

Virginia Ferris.
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The speed up of transportation and communication lias been paralleled

by an increase in scientific production. The result is that current litera-

ture accumulates in nearly disastrous proportions, resulting in an informa-

tion explosion that alarms every scientist because of the consequential low

level of current awareness even among specialists. Even with the speed-up
of communication, little has been done to reduce the delay of information

transfer from author to user. The publication lag remains the same as it

was in sailing ship days. Yet. immediately available arc many inexpensive
means for the solution of this problem.

In a recent review by Brown ct al. ( l^h/) a computer-based system is

proposed which will enable a subscriber to receive titles, abstracts, and

specially selected documents to meet his personal, and perhaps frequently

changing needs. The present paper deals with onlv one aspect of the

problem of information communication, the publication of raw taxonomic

data. At the same time, it is thought the' principles suggested here might

apply equally well to other areas of investigation.

In the belief that most taxonomic data reported as the result of original

research are of direct interest only to a few specialists, and that these data

should be made available almost immediately to this group, the "Data Docu-

ment" concept is proposed for immediate use in insect taxonomy. By

employing the principles alreadv laid down bv Brown, and modified slightlv

to meet the requirements of the International Code of Zoological Nomen-

clature. 1 feel certain the system is both functional and logical. Indeed,

it is already in operation in some fields of science, even to the extent of

utilizing computer storage.

Within a very few years, perhaps even bv the end of this decade, infor-

mation of the type currently found in most scientific journal articles will be

stored for instant retrieval in national or international information centers.

The Special Committee on Information Storage and Retrieval of the Ento-

mological Society of America is investigating the feasibility of establishing

a data center which, if established, could include the storage of information

in the manner described herein. The Interuniversity Communication Coun-

cil (EDI" COM) is deeply involved in the coordination and unification of

a project which will result in the eventual change of procedures that will

startle and be opposed by the traditional minded taxonomist.

Already I have heard the objection that long papers are needed for pro-

motion. This is. of course, an administrative matter and not a logical argu-

ment against the proposed system. But it is of sufficient importance to

prevent an easy and rapid change to the system proposed here. It appears

that some wholesale revision of administrators' views must be made now

and are going to be necessarv in the future. The "publish or perish"
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mandate is undergoing serious review in many advancing organizations.

The acceptance of the Data Document concept, or its equivalent In objec-

tive administrators, will be an indication of their true concern over the

communication problem.

Further comments received lead me to believe that non-taxonomists will

be glad to see taxonomic descriptions disappear from the pages of journals,

but they do not believe that their data should be suppressed! Although this

paper concentrates on a svstem for taxonomy, it is only because I teel com-

petent to suggest a system for this area of study and not others. 1 feel

equally certain that the same system is needed for all areas of entomologx .

\o one can sav that one kind of data is of less or greater general interest

and usefulness than another kind. In fact, the entire logic behind this pro-

posal is based upon the need to get information to where it is needed when

it is needed by the best possible means.

\KW OPTIONAL SKKVICK STARTKD

In anticipation of this change, a new publication service is offered called

Data Documents jor Systematic !:utomolo</y. This will be available im-

mediatelv on an optional basis for authors in the two publications, FNTO-

MOLOGICAL XKWSand The Colcoptcrists' Hnlletin. The- necessary proce-

dures for the use of this service are described in this paper. Authors wish-

ing to take advantage of this service may do so simply by indicating this

at the time of submitting their papers. The respective editors will then

prepare the tvpescript for Data Document processing. Thev may suggest

to other.- who submit papers to these publications that they use this service,

but for the time being, this will be an option selected by the author. Those

who do select this service will receive the normal editing services, reviews.

and proof of all data to be published in any torm.

Scope o\ puhlication. At present, the series of Data Documents will

be restricted to articles on insect taxonomy, including biological informa-

tion on injects, or anv information treated as a supplement to the taxonomic

data. The publication will cover the world tauna and be open to am
author, with the provision that the article is acceptable to the editor and

reviewers. F.verv article will be reviewed before acceptance into this svs-

tem as it would hi- for traditional publications.

It is noi intended that Data Documents will replace articles reporting

synthesixed data, reviews of groups, or biological phenomena information

ordinarilv published in conventional journal or book form. Works n f gen-

eral use will be published as complete articles. Archieval material should

be treated as Data Documents. This will include isolated descriptions of
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new species not included in a revision and the extensive descriptive and

locality data included in revisions.

Restriction of distribution. It is obvious that the entire system will he

destroyed if the distribution of Data Documents is not restricted in some

manner. There is no way to restrict orders for Data Documents except

by direct appeal to logic. Copies of these documents should be considered

only as something to be used immediately, kept during the tenure of a

specific project, and then discarded. Libraries and individuals cannot

afford to store them and they should make no attempt to do so. Arrange-
ments will be made for selected depositories as data centers which may take

part in the retrieval processing.

Processing of Data Documents. Authors will need to know format

procedures before final typing of articles. They will be required to prepare

a list of index terms or descriptors. When a manuscript is received and

the author indicates that he wishes it to be treated as a Data Document,

the editor will check the author's coding of the article. He will then be

able to determine the number of copies needed to supply the subscribers

to the topics included in the article. Each Data Document will be dupli-

cated by a system permitting the production of only the number needed at

the time of issue, i.e., required for advance subscription. The production

method is chosen according to the number required by these subscribers,

and additional copies are produced as needed. Low volume advanced

production will be done by xerography. Higher numbers will be pro-

duced by other processes. A metal plate will be made and used for illus-

trations not suited for xerography. Xo provision will be made for mass

distribution of reprints. Authors will be provided with a few copies for

records as required by his sponsoring agency or employer.

Available formats. Each article will be available in three format >. The

titles and Data. Document citation will be published either in the monthly
issle of ENTOMOLOGICALNEWSor the quarterly issues of The Coleopterists'

Bulletin as soon as the article is processed. This assures very prompt

publication. This citation will include the descriptors and interested per-

sons may place orders according to their selection from these descriptors.

Tn addition, if appropriate, either an informative abstract or an abbreviated

article will be issued as soon as possible after the processing. Descriptive

abstracts will not be produced. The abbreviated article' will contain those

portions of the full article deemed immediately useful to a large number of

people. For example, keys to genera and species with brief diagnoses and

distributional information, might be extracted from an article and published

(with the authors permission and galley proof corrections). T'r.;;.-. tin-

greater mass of data will be stored as a Data Document.
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1'i'tee. I hit a Ihicntnents will be sold at ;i fixed rate per document) \vbicb

will include shipping and handling. These may be obtained either directly

from the Center }or the Stud\ o\ C'olcopteni (CSC) at Purdue I'niversity

for '/'/;< Colcoptcrists' Bulletin or from the Institute for the Study of

Xarr.r;.: Species' for articles in ENTOMOLOGICAL\T:ws. Advanced sub-

scriptions at somewhat reduced rates will be provided. Subscribers will

be charged onlv for the parts they select at the time of subscribing or

aco/rding to their change of option which may be submitted at anv time

(sample subscription forms and details will be supplied upon request).

The ordering procedure is indicated on forms provided.

liditiiuj. Articles will be edited in exactly the same manner as anv

article submitted to the respective publications. Reviewers will be asked

to comment on the article. Changes required by the editors will need to

be considered by the authors as with traditional publications methods.

After any necessary changes have been made, and the article is accepted.

instead of the usual marking for the printer, the editor will prepare a I hit a

Ihtcttiintit form as a cover. Illustrations will be reduced to the 8^ X 1 1

format. The title, code words, and any other necessary information, in-

cluding the document number, will then be prepared for publication in the

next issue of the parent publication.

I'urmat. Articles submitted should contorm to the journal format a-

closelv as pratical to avoid anv delays in processing. The title should be

carefully thought out to indicate an exact description of the contents. As

man\ kevs words as possible should be included, and few non-descriptor

words. Whenever possible. titles should be limited to SO characters includ-

ing spaces so that they may be fullv permuted without loss ot context \i\

such services as M.A.S.I.C. ( I'.iosrience Information Service. Inc.). An

abstract should be prepared containing every descriptor, including all taxa.

These abstracts must be limited to IdOO characters, a sixe selected because

of future computer scanning of these abstracts. It all taxa cannot be listed

because of these word restrictions, taxa of a higher category should be

substituted to indicate the extent of the organisms included in the article.

The title should include the order and family ot the insects discussed

in the paper. If more than one order and or several families are included.

the title must reflect this by the use of appropriate descriptors. The geo-

graphical area covered and the nature of the data presented will ser\e to

restrict the scope of the article.

'55(i Klsi.m Kouil. Lafayette, ln.liaiu 47 (

'()5.

\rtirlrs iisin^ this inrmat \\ill appear in tin- next ISMIC of ENTOMOLOGK\i. \i-\\s.
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Articles should be submitted in typewritten form, double spaced, on

8i X 11 6
sheets, one side of the page only. In other words, the editorial

policy of the respective journals should be followed exactly as before.

Authors will be given the same format freedom as previously. However,

they are strongly urged to conform with the indentations, centering, and

underlining used in the journals because it will not be possible to make

these adjustments by the editor's marks. A black, if possible, carbon

ribbon on the typewriter is especially desirable. Authors are advised to

follow the published format instructions reviewed here before final typing
if the article.

TJie numbering system. Data Documents of all kinds are numbered

to permit instant identification. The system makes no attempt to code

according to taxonomic category or taxa because there can be no agree-

ment on this. The system is kept open-ended by the simple method of

numbering each article received. These are logged in, and at the time of

acceptance, the date recorded on the typescript as is done now. Xumbers

not appearing in the parent journal refer to papers withdrawn or papers

to be published out of sequence. The date of publication is the date of

issue of the respective journal, the actual data that the article become

axailable to users. Distinction between the three types of awareness for-

mats is made and is described below.

A. List of Data Documents. The complete list of titles and descriptors

will be published in the periodical accepting the article. These titles are

prefixed by the number 1, followed by a period, and then the document

number. The location of deposits of copies will be indicated with the list.

From time to time catalogues and indexes may be issued. The 1 will indi-

cate that the title and descriptors are published in the awareness list. For

example, this form of indication might appear as follows :

1.0021 Three previously unrecognized Xew World species of O.vacis

( Coleoptera : Oedemeridae), by R. H. Arnett, Jr., Department of Ento-

mology, Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana 47907 ( Data Document

Center, ISNS). Descriptors
7

: Oxacis ; Peru: Trinidad: California; dist.
;

ills. ; keyr.

B. Abstracts. Data Documents are available separately as abstracts,

either published in the parent journal, if warranted, or placed on file for

subscribers or for individual orders. As explained above, they are re-

6 Some institutions may use a sheet size 8 X 10i inches, which is permitted. How-
ever, sheets of this size reproduced by xerography will show a black margin, which is

somewhat distracting. Sheets larger than 82 X 11 are not suited to xerography unlo-

a special reducing lens is used.
~

These abbreviated descriptors are explained below.
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stricted to !/>()() characters for ease in storing and for future retrieval by

computer scanning. If it is decided that an abbreviated article is to be

published by the parent journal, this will he treated separately, as indicated

in C below, and will not be considered as an abstract. Abstract- will be

^iven the same document number as the title but they will be prefixed by

the number 2. This will inform the user that the abstract, in addition to

the title and descriptors. is, published in the awareness journal.

C. Complete Ihita Ih>cnincnt. Kach I hit a J )ociiincnt is ^iven the same

number as the title and the abstract, but with the prelix number .v Kvcn

if the entire article is ]>ublisbed in the parent journal, this is done. If an

abbreviated article is published, the same number will he ^iven to this

because exact excerpts will he taken from the complete document. The

only change will he to indicate what has been omitted.

It is obviously necessary that each journal have its own series ot num-

bers, so a complete citation must include' the name of the journal, volume

and pa.^c number (for priority purposes), and the name of the document

center storing the document. When the system is adopted bv other publi-

cations, numbers can easily be followed by a periodical number and issue

number for short citation.

The C'liilini/ system. The coding of documents i.s the most difficult

procedure for all information Morale systems. It must be done carefully.

be open-ended, and provide for the matching of search requests both by indi-

viduals and by machine. Much miidit he said about this, but I am discuss-

ing this in a separate publication I Arnett. in press. 1
1 '70). l"ser> should

be warned, however, that no coding principles other than that for xoologi-

cal nomenclature have been proposed and accepted bv a working majority.

The system u>ed here may need to he changed at a later date, and time-

consuming adjustment made to facilitate retrospective search.

The codes listed below are in addition to geographical locations and the

names of taxa included in the title' ot the article. These code letters are

used to describe the contents ot an article in the list of documents. Kour-

letter words are used because of a computerized retrieval program ahvad\

in operation at Purdue I'liivcrsiu that imohes ei^ht character words, up
to ten retrieval words per computer pass. (This can be rewritten to allow

for any number of descriptors for retrieval, i My iisin^ these four-char-

acter words, we are able to combine two concepts as a single request

IVtails of the system will be described elsewhere.

IU I'd. I'.iblio^rapln of references to taxa.

HIOI. Most information, habitat preferences, and similar observational

biological information.
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CATA Catalog of references to taxa.

CSCO The Center for the Study of Coleoptera, Purdue University.

DESR Revised descriptions of taxa previously described (subsequent

descriptions ) .

DIST Distribution of a taxon, including lists of specimens examined.

ILLS Illustrated.

ISXS Institute for the Study of Xatural Species.

KEYN New key for identification of taxa.

KEYR Reference to existing kev.

NCOM New generic assignment of a previously described species.

NGEN The description of a previously unrecognized genus.

NSPE The description and validation of a specific name including its

generic assignment, designation and deposition of the holotype

specimen.

ODRE Reprint of the original description available for distribution

by the retrieval service.

S Y X X New synonymy.
X I )SR New distribution records for the taxon.

TECN New technique for the treatment of data specimens or ob-

servational data described.

Undoubtedly more code terms will be necessarv as the system is put

into operation and refined.

Method of citation. Some authors may still feel that a new taxon is

not validated unless it appears with a description in the parent journal.

I ntil the matter has full acceptance, an abbreviated description will be

published if requested by the author for the purpose of validation. This

may take the form of a diagnosis usually found at the beginning of a formal

description, similar to the Latin description required by the botanical code.

However, once it is determined that validation is made by the stored

document alone, the question of method of citation of the species arises.

An example of a catalog citation is given here :

O.rncis inai'ianna Arnett, 1970. Data Document 3 :0000, Ent. News.

81 : 00 (p. 0) (ISNS). The number in parentheses after the journal page

citation indicates the document page showing where the description started.

Citing these documents in a bibliography also needs explanation. An

example of this follows :

ARXETT, R. H., JR.. 1970. 1 :0000 Three previously unrecognized

New World species of Oxacis (Coleoptera: Oedemeridae ) . Data Docu-

ment 3.0000, Ent. News, 81 : 00 (24 pp. ) ( Data Document Center, ISNS).
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111 this case, the number of pages after the journal indication shows the

total number of document pages on file.

.liiflior's copies. Reprints, in the journal sense, for the full document

are not available. Abbreviated articles may be reprinted as traditional

journal articles. Abstracts and complete documents will be supplied in

very limited numbers to authors, as explained above, to satisfy the needs

of the individual's sponsoring organization. Further copies may be ordered

if necessary, but this is discouraged as discussed above.

Personalized subscription service. The entire concept of Data Docu-

ments is based upon the limited reproduction of documents and immediate

availability of useful material. Although individual sales are possible and

provided for. the most efficient method of distribution is through a per-

sonali/ed subscription service, eventually to be computer controlled. Sub-

scribers may select any combination of articles or abstracts according to

the code words they select. They are thereby assured of immediate aware-

ness of material needed for their research. To do this, the subscriber must

first indicate exactly the taxa and topics of interest to him. and the geo-

graphical restrictions, if any. that he wishes. For example, he may wish

to subscribe to all articles on \orth American Coleoptera. and abstracts of

all other Coleoptera articles, except for the families Elateridae and Oerle-

meridae for which he wants all articles. He may desire abstracts for all

articles on pollen feeding insects, or some other combination. Each sub-

scriber will have a code number that will indicate his requirements. Arti-

cles corresponding to this number will be sent to the subscriber automati-

cally. The cost of the documents supplied will be deducted from his

subscription balance'. As soon as subscription money is used, a new

subscription bill will be issued. In addition, subscribers may purchase

coupons to be used for payment for complete documents they may wish

in addition to those they automatically receive. Consequently, subscrip-

tion * will be based on quantity and not volume or year. (/bailors in

subscription requests may be made at am time without additional charge.

However, additional articles ordered, but not previously subscribed to, will

be subject to the document fee.

. Itfrantoin's and disadvantages of l>uta Documents. The advantages

of the svstem seem apparent : speed of information dissemination; economv

of space required to store entire issues of a publication; economy of pro-

duction; readilv available copies at anvtime never "out-of-print." The

system meets the present demands for a solution to the bulging library.

The limited but effective circulation also conserves the user's time.

The apparent disadvantages are: high cost of individual copies and re-

sulting lack of private reprint circulation; varying composition, i.e., *vpe
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writer differences, possible format variation and lack of pleasing typo-

graphical art
;

a greater possibility of alteration of master typescript copy
so that exact reproduction of each copy is not assured ; the elimination of

the "browsing" aspect with current journals; the possibility that libraries

will demand the full text of each document and thus defeat the space saving

feature of the system.

I believe that the apparent disadvantages are greatly outweighed by the

advantages. The high cost of individual articles is more than balanced by
the reduced expense for journal subscriptions due to the saving of space

and reduction of total pages. Even with the disappearance of the publi-

cation of raw data, typographical art continues in the synthesis publications

which will continue to be widely circulated. The alteration of the master

copy can be controlled by the requirement that verified copies be deposited

in key information centers, and this is planned. This will assure also that

the terms of the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature are met.

"Browsing" actually can be enhanced because more time can be spent read-

ing synthesis articles and noting the Data Documents in the references

cited. Except that the method of presentation of data may be missed, wider

coverage of the literature is possible for any individual through the use

of the system, and of course, there are other ways to learn how to present

data. The matter of libraries subscribing to the entire series of documents

may be discouraged by the price of the publications, and by a clear under-

standing with librarians of the nature of the system.

The jntnrc oj flic system. The format is designed for easy and even-

tual automatic data processing. It is not beyond the margins of possibility

that all existing systematic entomology data can be gathered, coded, and

reprocessed for storage and retrieval by the use of this system. The same

principles apply to all other kinds of publications including those with

physiological, ecological, and experimental data. Once this is done, there

will be no need for the traditional literature search and no need for the

complicated rules of nomenclature now so laboriously followed.

SUMMARY

This plan provides an open-ended and flexible system fitted to auto-

matic data processing, awaiting only the increased availability of computer

time and a unified processing procedure. The Data Document concept is

essentially a refinement and wider application of the same system used by

Dissertation Abstracts for theses, except that it eliminates the need for

microfilming. I feel that both Data Documents and the xerography edition

of Dissertation Abstracts meet all of the requirements of publication re-
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quired by the Code and that to republish any of this material for the sake

of meeting Code requirements is redunant. A thesis, like a I hit a Docu-

ment, should he prepared for final publication and treated as such when it

becomes available in either form. Citations should he made to these docu-

ments and priority established on the basis of the date of issue of each.

Data Ihtcituicnts are currently produced by the Center for the Study of

Coleoptera (CSC) and the Institute for the Study of Natural Species

( IS MS I. Other information centers are planning similar publications and

services. To be effective, however, all data centers must he linked together

( a network ) or a chaotic situation will soon result.
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